CONNECTIVITY that EMPOWERS COMMERCE FOOD, FUEL, FINANCIAL SERVICES, HEALTHCARE, COMFORT, CLOTHING. OUR NATION'S BUSINESSES PROVIDE US THE GOODS AND SERVICES ESSENTIAL TO DAILY LIFE. AND TODAY'S NETWORKS PLAY A CRUCIAL ROLE IN NEARLY EVERY TRANSACTION. THAT'S WHY SAGENET PROVIDES CONNECTIVITY THAT EMPOWERS ENTERPRISES TO DELIVER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES EFFICIENTLY, EFFECTIVELY AND SECURELY.

MANAGED NETWORK SERVICES & CYBERSECURITY SOLUTIONS
For Multi-site Enterprises

Tulsa | Washington, D.C. | Atlanta
Chicago | Philadelphia
866.480.2263 | www.sagenet.com
SageNet designs, implements, manages and secures communication networks for many of the nation’s leading retailers, restaurants, hotels, c-stores, financial services firms, healthcare providers, energy companies, public utilities and government agencies. Our passion for technology and unwavering commitment to exemplary customer service provides you a single source of accountability that ensures your network is reliable, cost-effective and secure.

What distinguishes SageNet is our holistic Connect, Manage, Protect™ (CMP) process, customer service portal and robust support and logistics operations. SageNet delivers creative solutions built on an integrated cybersecurity framework and best-of-breed technology from industry-leading partners.

SageNet brings you world class service and support via three US-based 24/7 Network Operations Centers (NOCs) and Security Operations Centers (SOCs), geographically-diverse teleports, a central National Logistics Center, multiple data centers, and a nationwide field service organization.

**VALUE: A Better Return on Network Investment**

SageNet’s managed network solutions optimize and secure one of today’s most vital corporate assets... the network. For more than three decades, SageNet has helped hundreds of businesses enhance the customer experience while increasing their return on network investment.

The network landscape has changed over the last few years, providing excellent opportunities to increase speed, security and reliability, while reducing costs. For a no-obligation network check-up, phone 866.480.2263, email info@sagenet.com or visit www.sagenet.com.

---

**Managed Network & Cybersecurity Solutions**

**Connect Series of Network Services**

SageNet’s Connect Series brings clarity to managed network services by providing customers a suite of services packaged according to the customer’s precise needs. SageNet’s Connect Series allows customers to select the ideal level of services for their specific operations, environment and budget:

- **SageNet ClassicConnect™** Cost-effective, high-speed connectivity to every site in your network.
- **SageNet ManagedConnect™** High-speed connectivity, network monitoring, alert notification, and analytics.
- **SageNet CompleteConnect™** Network design, VPN connectivity, complete management & support.

**SageNet Cybersecurity**

SageNet Cybersecurity Solutions offer comprehensive managed network security products and services packaged to fit your precise needs and budget. Our Cybersecurity Suite includes a robust range of offerings including: managed SIEM & SOC services, security strategy, security assessments, audit and compliance assessments, risk management, cloud security, security intelligence, e-discovery, managed security programs and managed security operations.

**SageNet Digital Signage**

SageNet Digital Signage Solutions streamline multi-site digital signage deployment, service and maintenance. Our end-to-end digital signage ecosystem provides a one-stop shop for systems integration, procurement, installation, connectivity, monitoring and ongoing support.

---

**SageNet IoT Visibility**

SageNet’s IoT Visibility platform detects enterprise-wide problems and provides network solutions through IoT data collection and analytics. The platform also gathers data to provide network standards and predictive analytics, improving the overall network and end-user experience.

**SageNet Wi-Fi**

SageNet’s Managed Wi-Fi Solutions leverage wireless and mobility solutions to deliver an exceptional customer experience, and increased employee productivity. SageNet Wi-Fi delivers real-time monitoring, management and support of mission-critical assets and wireless networks to meet the demanding requirements of your organization.

**SageNet Support**

SageNet offers a comprehensive suite of managed network services and support options. From SLAs to network management tools to complete network monitoring and support, a SageNet-managed network is an optimized network 24x7x365.

---

**The Sagenet Advantage**

For businesses with nationwide locations, a SageNet-managed network provides greater network value by reducing network costs, increasing network performance and security, and enhancing the customer experience. The SageNet Advantage brings you:

- Unparalleled Expertise, Technology, Resources and an Unwavering Commitment to Exemplary Customer Service
- The Broadest Range of Coverage and Service Options at the Lowest Total Cost of Ownership
- Our Customer Connect Portal: Real-time Network Intelligence to Strategically Monitor and Manage Your Network
- Full Lifecycle Management, Single Source of Accountability and Peace of Mind
- Over Three Decades’ Experience in Managed Services